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ABSTRACT
The aim of the paper is to provide an overview of the current stock-flow consistent (SFC)
literature. Indeed, we feel the SFC approach has recently led to a blossoming literature,
requiring a new summary after the work of Dos Santos (2006) and, above all, after the
publication of the main reference work on the methodology, Godley and Lavoie’s Monetary
Economics: An Integrated Approach to Credit, Money, Income, Production and Wealth (2007).
The paper is developed along the following lines. First, a brief historical analysis investigates
the roots of this class of models that can be traced as far back as 1949 and the work of
Copeland. Second, the competing points of view regarding some of its main controversial
aspects are underlined and used to classify the different methodological approaches followed in
using these models. Namely, we discuss (1) how the models are solved, (2) the treatment of time
and its implication, and (3) the need—or not—of microfoundations. These results are then used
in the third section of the paper to develop a bifocal perspective, which allows us to divide the
literature reviewed according to both its subject and the methodology. We explore various
topics such as financialization, exchange rate modeling, policy implication, the need for a
common framework within the post-Keynesian literature, and the empirical use of SFC models.
Finally, the conclusions present some hypotheses (and wishes) over the possible lines of
development of the stock-flow consistent models.
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1. STOCK-FLOW CONSISTENT MODELS
Recent Post-Keynesian literature has witnessed the rise of a relatively1 new family of models:
the so-called stock-flow consistent (SFC) models. This paper analyzes the most important
contributions in this area of research, with a particular focus on the latest works. What we aim to
obtain is a clear picture of the current state of the art of SFC models as well as an improved
understanding of their possible lines of development.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In this introductory section, we ﬁrst present some
of the most generic ﬁndings of our investigation. We then trace the steps that led to this class of
model in a brief historical survey. The second section presents some of the methodological and
theoretical debates about these models: the solution of the model, the role of time, and the
micro-foundations. Sections 3–5 include a review of the most recent papers discussing SFC
models, divided according to their methodology and subjects: (1) theoretical models with a discursive solution, (2) theoretical models solved via simulation, and (3) empirical models. The
second group has been further partitioned according to the subjects treated. In this case, we
individuated four macro areas: ﬁnancialization, open economies, policy implications, and
theoretical debate. Finally, the conclusion uses the evidence emerging from the analysis of the
previous sections to develop some hypotheses (and wishes) of the possible lines of development
of SFC models.
1.1. Graphical Overview
Before entering the core of our paper and analyzing the characteristics of the SFC framework,
we would like to provide a rapid overview of some of the results of our investigation with the
help of three graphs. Figure 1 shows the network of all authors cited in this paper.2 Each author
is a node and connections represent paper collaborations. We have highlighted in black all
authors with ﬁve or more cited publications. What emerges from this ﬁgure are two subnetworks: the ﬁrst centered around the contributions of Wynne Godley, Marc Lavoie, Gennaro
Zezza, and Claudio Dos Santos, which we could characterize as the North American group,3 and
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As we will show, the roots of these models date rather far back in time. However, only in the last ten years have
they seemed to attract a wider consensus, at least in the heterodox academic community.
2
All graphs presented in this section are automatically generated using the bibliography as a database; the R
source code is available from the authors upon request.
3
Gennaro Zezza is located in Italy, but is a Levy Institute scholar, while Claudio Dos Santos is in Brazil now, but
holds a Ph.D. from the New School for Social Research.
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the second emerging from the works of Jacques Mazier, Stephen Kinsella, and Edwin Le Heron,
which we could call the European group. It is important to bear in mind that this graph only
provides for a partial representation of the links among authors. Indeed, the connections
between points only represent co-authorships; other kinds of relations are not captured.
Furthermore, the proximity in our network does not indicate actual vicinity, either geographical
or otherwise. These deﬁciencies emerge as self-evident when looking, for example, at the
European group that appears to be split. There seems to be an isolated “galaxy” centered on Le
Heron, while French scholars have, in fact, created a network of collaborations that goes beyond
co-authorships.
Figure 1 Network of authors working in the SFC framework

The second analysis we conducted, based on the bibliography we have gathered, regards
the appearance of diﬀerent assets and sectors. Indeed, while the ﬁrst models were relatively
simple, the development of the literature has witnessed an increase in the number of assets
modeled. The same is true for sectors. Figures 2 and 3 show the timeline of the appearance of
each asset and sector. It also indicates the frequency of modeling: the darker the cell, the more
frequently the asset/sector was modeled in that year. For example, in 2010, equities were more
frequent than bills in the same year, or than equities a year before. These timelines allows us to
see not only the diversity of assets (Figure 2) modeled, but also the trends. In 2008, just after the
burst of the housing bubble in the US, we observe that the housing market is modeled. We
observe that, at ﬁrst, assets were not diversiﬁed that much, but that the current crises compelled
authors to develop more and more complex models of the ﬁnancial market.
3

Figure 2 Assets’ appearance through time in SFC models

Note: The darker the cell, the more frequently the asset was modeled.

The evolution of sectors (Figure 3) presents a lower level of diversiﬁcation than that of
assets. This can be easily explained. An increase in the number of assets or sectors determines a
signiﬁcant amount of growth of the complexity of the models. It thus seems that the authors
concentrated on modeling a more realistic ﬁnancial market, rather than a more realistic
productive structure or household structure. Nonetheless, the appearance of the diﬀerentiation
between households and capitalists indicates that distributive issues have been addressed.
Figure 3 Sectors’ appearance through time in SFC models

Note: The darker the cell, the more frequently the sector was modeled.
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1.2. A Brief Historical Recollection
The main characteristics of SFC models will be extensively (we hope) addressed in this paper,
but for the moment we will try to describe their very basic characteristics, rapidly answering
these two questions: what are SFC models, and where do they come from? With respect to the
ﬁrst question, we can say that SFC models are speciﬁc kinds of macro models that try to
coherently integrate all stocks and ﬂows of an economy. Broadly speaking, we can identify two
main components: (1) the accounting framework, and (2) the behavioral equations.4 The ﬁrst of
these two components usually relies on a set of matrices reproducing the balance sheets, the
transactions, and the capital gains of each of the institutional sectors into which the economy is
subdivided. The second component is a set of behavioral equations modeling all the transactions
not directly determined by the accounting structure of the economy.
Where do SFC models come from? Their roots are to be identiﬁed in the work of Morris
A. Copeland (1949), who, with his study on “money ﬂows,” is the father of the flow of funds
(for the US, “Federal Reserve Bureau Z.1 Release”). The intuition of Copeland was to enlarge
the social accounting perspective—which had been until then used mainly in the study of
national income—to the study of money ﬂows. Hence, with his attempts to ﬁnd answers to
fundamental economic questions such as “when total purchases of our national product increase,
where does the money come from to ﬁnance them” and “when purchases of our national product
decline, what becomes of the money that is not spent,” he laid the foundation for an economic
approach able to integrate real and ﬁnancial ﬂows of the economy (Copeland 1949, p. 254). A
concrete example of his legacy is represented by the quadruple-entry system, which is a cardinal
feature of today’s SFC models: that since someone’s inﬂow is someone else’s outﬂow, the
standard double-entry system of accounting, in its social version, is doubled in a quadrupleentry system.
As observed after twenty-ﬁve years by Cohen (1972), the work of Copeland certainly
had a great inﬂuence on economics—mainly as a source of ﬁnancial data—but its potential
disruptive impact on the study and modeling of the interdependences between real and ﬁnancial
ﬂows failed to occur (at least until the time in which Cohen was writing). As to the possible
causes of this missed evolution of economics, Cohen indicates “the lack of a so-called
4

Appendix A contains the transaction ﬂow matrix (Appendix - Table 1) and balance sheet (Appendix - Table 2)
for model SIM (see Godley and Lavoie 2007c, chapter 3). The appendix also contains the model’s behavioral
equations.
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‘organizing theory,’” or in other words, “they lack their Keynes” (Jacob 1972, p. 13). Albeit in
the 1970s, several authors within the orthodox tradition tried to formulate models able to include
coherently real and ﬁnancial stocks and ﬂows, but all failed to comprehend the potential
theoretical contribution of the work of Copeland, and their eﬀorts did not result in a well-suited
alternative macroeconomic framework. Among others, Denizet (1967) based his analysis on a
framework very similar to the SFC methodological approach, proposing “a transactions ﬂow
matrix that has implicitly all the features of the matrices that were later produced explicitly by
Tobin [...] and systematically by Godley” (Lavoie 2011, p. 4). Turnovsky (1977) tried to include
ﬁnancial markets in the standard IS/LM (Investment–Saving/Liquidity preference–Money
supply) framework, expanding the work of previous authors, such as May (1970) on continuous
and discrete time in the analysis of stocks and ﬂows, and Meyer (1975) on the coherence
between stocks and ﬂows (“conservation principle”). It was only in the 1980s with the work of
James Tobin that these eﬀorts culminated in the organizing theory advocated by Cohen. The
article he wrote with David Backus, William C. Brainard, and Gary Smith (Backus et al. 1980)
perhaps represents his path-breaking contribution in the foundation of SFC models. Indeed, in
developing an empirical model of the US economy in both its ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial sides,
the authors combined the theoretical hypothesis on the behavior of the economy with a rigorous
accounting framework based on the ﬂow-of-funds social account developed by Copeland. The
result is a stock-ﬂow consistent model that includes some of the characteristics still peculiar in
the literature, such as the matrices-based accounting approach and discrete time5 and other
features, such as the stock-ﬂow identity, which are fundamental in any model of this type. The
importance of Tobin’s contribution is probably more evident if we take into consideration his
Nobel lecture (Tobin 1982), which in speciﬁc passages resembles a manifesto of this approach,
since it neatly deﬁnes and illustrates its components. Tobin identiﬁes ﬁve deﬁning features
underlying the innovative character of his work, with respect to existing macro model:
1. Precision regarding time.
2. Tracking of stocks.
3. Several assets and rates of return.
4. Modeling of ﬁnancial and monetary policy operations.
5. Walras’s Law and adding up constraints.
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These are not only still central in any6 SFC model—as highlighted by Godley and Lavoie
(2007c, p. 15), according to which, diﬀerences with Tobin were not in the methodology but in
the speciﬁcation of the behavioral equation—but have been used as a deﬁnition of the SFC
approach (Dos Santos 2006). The heritage of the work of Tobin was lost in the New Keynesian
tradition he belonged to because of the rise of the representative agent-based macro models.
Next to Tobin and to the Yale school he led, the other scholar who played an essential
role in the development of this family of models is Wynne Godley. Godley, head of the New
Cambridge school (or Cambridge Economic Policy Group—CEPG) in the 1980s, started
developing models coherently integrating stocks and ﬂows (Godley and Cripps 1983; Godley
and Zezza 1989). His eﬀorts culminated in the organized framework he developed in his more
recent publications (Godley 1996, 1997, 1999a), with which—albeit belonging to a diﬀerent
theoretical tradition—he collected the legacy of Tobin. Godley’s contribution probably ﬁnds its
peak in the book he wrote together with Marc Lavoie (Godley and Lavoie 2007c), which is still
the main reference for current SFC practitioners. Whether Tobin or Godley is to be considered
the father7 of SFC models (or the “Keynes of the ﬂow-of-funds,” in the words of Cohen) is
controversial. We believe it depends on whether the label “stock-ﬂow consistent” is applied
speciﬁcally to the models in the Post-Keynesian tradition8 (therefore, clearly the father would be
Godley) or to any model with the characteristics we recall above (in this case, the father would
be Tobin).
This paper—although not taking a side in this debate—focuses on the tradition
descending from the work of Wynne Godley. This, indeed, represents the main aspect of the
novelty of our work, since we believe a comprehensive review of older SFC models can be
found in Godley and Lavoie (2007c), whereas an insightful analysis of the link between these
models and Keynesian macroeconomic literature has been developed by Dos Santos (2006).
2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this section, we introduce three debates on methodological and theoretical issues regarding
SFC modeling. First, we account for the part of the literature related to these topics. Second, we
6

Both in the orthodox and in the heterodox schools of thought.
On this matter, it is interesting to notice SFC models are deﬁned “à la Godley” by Zezza (2004), “à la Godley
and Tobin” by Dos Santos and Zezza (2004), and more recently “à la Godley and Tobin” by Clévenot, Guy, and
Mazier (2009).
8
Zezza (2011) is aware of this issue and refers to a more speciﬁc definition: SFC-PK.
7
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believe that a brief overview of these debates can facilitate the understanding of both the
peculiarities of this class of models and their level of development.
2.1. Solving the Model: Analytic vs. Simulated
There exist two main ways of solving an economic model: numerically and analytically. This
paper identiﬁes a third possible way—a discursive solution. However, since this does not
represent a proper solution of the model, it will be treated briefly at the end of the section.
The steps leading up to a numerical solution are the following: First, numerical values
for the parameters are individuated, generally basing the choices on the observation of stylized
facts. Second, the model is calibrated or estimated9—that is, values for the diﬀerent parameters
and exogenous variables are determined. Once this is done, a steady state is usually computed.
The third and last step consists of simulations. In practice, these are changes in the value of the
parameters or of the exogenous variables, which allows us to see how the economy reacts. This
methodology is, by far, the most widely used among SFC practitioners. The main reason behind
this is that it permits the inclusion of virtually any speciﬁcation and, therefore, the construction
of more realistic models without losing the possibility of identifying the causal relations among
variables. However, the numerical approach to the solution of the model, in addition to its
manifest advantages, presents some drawbacks. As Lavoie and Godley (2002, p. 296) note, “the
disadvantage is that we can only analyze local stability: we do not know if there are other
equilibria, or if these other equilibria are stable.” Dos Santos and Macedo e Silva (2009, p. 9)
identify two further problems related to this methodology, which in their view might have been
unfavorable to the diﬀusion of SFC models. First, their mathematical complexity, which,
especially in very large models, can make the economic intuition nebulous; and second, the
dependency on the value of the parameters, as recognized as well by Lavoie and Godley (2002,
p. 296): “the results could be, and in many cases certainly are, sensitive to the values taken by
the assumed parameters.” Even assuming that the starting values of parameters are founded on a
perfectly solid empiric ground, this inevitably adds a certain degree of arbitrariness due to the
calibration step. Taylor (2008) points out the importance of these stock-ﬂow norms and shows
how sometimes non-realistic values have to be assumed for the sake of having a realistic steady
state.

9
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The alternative is to ﬁnd an analytical solution. Certainly, this forces us to develop a
much simpler model, causing a loss of realism and not allowing for a complete representation of
the most complex theories. However, it can still provide for interesting economic insights. In
particular, as observed by Dos Santos and Macedo e Silva (2009) in their analysis of Dos Santos
and Zezza (2008), in equilibrium, all ﬂows and stocks grow at the same rate and, as a
consequence, the ratios among variables are ﬁxed. It is therefore possible to analyze the
equilibrium according to the determinants of these ratios. In particular, they produce a graphical
representation of the equilibrium conditions based on the considerations that the growth rates of
the stocks of debt, capital, and households’ wealth (rentiers in the original paper, since
households are assumed to consume all their wage income) must equate. According to the
author, this not only provides for a more intuitive approach to SFC models, but also represents a
sensible development in the heterodox literature.
No one has ever stated clearly that the key to Post-Keynesian/structuralist/
heterodox dynamic analyses might be to take a close look at the dynamics of both
the size and composition of the sectoral balance sheets ... This simple point is
perhaps lost amidst the complex SFC algebra and dynamic simulations, but this
does not make it any less true. (Dos Santos and Macedo e Silva, 2009, p. 31)
A third possibility is to use the accounting part of SFC models, and eventually the
behavioral hypothesis, as a reference for a theoretical discursive paper. This approach will be
more extensively investigated in Section 3.
2.2. Time Matters
As emphasized by Dos Santos and Zezza (2008, p. 444), SFC models provide “a natural and
rigorous link between ‘adjacent short periods.’” In each period, stocks are generating ﬂows,
which then update these stocks. These stocks will then generate new ﬂows, and so on. The longrun dynamics of SFC models are thus composed of a path of short-run periods interconnected
with each other via the stocks. This deﬁnition of long-run dynamics is close to what Keynes,
Robinson, or Kalecki10 deﬁned as long-run, as noted by Macedo e Silva and Dos Santos (2011).
Furthermore, all of these short-run realizations depend on the steady-state values11 of the stocks,
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We diﬀerentiate between long-run and steady state. The steady state is a logical construction where all stocks
and ﬂows do not change over time. The steady state could be reached if all the behaviors where ﬁxed forever, after
a transition period. However, in the real world, behaviors are constantly changing, preventing the economy from
ever reaching any steady state.
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whether they be stable or not. A much higher stable or exploding steady-state value of wealth is
likely to imply a short-run realization of ﬂows, implying increasing stocks of wealth. The
further the current value of stock from its steady-state value, the more probable it is that the
short-run period will show ﬂows implying a large variation of stocks in the direction of their
steady-state values. This will undoubtedly impact the long-run values of the stocks and ﬂows.
SFC models are thus inherently at the heart of the short-run/long-run debate. However, only a
few authors using SFC models have focused on the debate (Dos Santos and Zezza 2008; Dos
Santos and Macedo e Silva 2009; Skott and Ryoo 2007). Interestingly, all of these papers have
concentrated their analysis on the analytical solution of their models, rather than on the
simulated resolution. We ﬁnd this to be very refreshing.
The rationality of the steady state has to be questioned. In order to obtain a steady state,
some or all parameters have to be assumed constant and stock ﬂow ratios have to be constant. A
couple of questions then arise:
1. Is it relevant to analyze such a steady state, and is an economy likely to attain such a
steady state? We believe, as do Dos Santos and Zezza (2008) and Dos Santos and
Macedo e Silva (2009), that even if it is very unlikely that an economy reaches a
situation where stocks and ﬂows are constant over time, analyzing it is relevant because
the steady state aﬀects the dynamics of short-run realizations. Furthermore, it is easier to
compare diﬀerent policies using stationary states. Indeed, during out-of steady state, the
stocks and ﬂows are varying from period to period, and it is complicated to distinguish
what comes out of the dynamics of the model as it settles and what emerges from the
policy change.
2. What parameters should be assumed constant and how are the varying parameters
related to the constant ones? The choice of the constant parameters and the determining
stock ﬂow norm is essential in deﬁning a steady state and, in general, it characterizes the
whole model. Each assumption will impact both the steady-state stock levels and the
inﬂuence a shock might have on these values. This is clearly shown by Skott and Ryoo
(2007), who deﬁne diﬀerent economies leading to diﬀerent steady-state long-run
equilibriums and observe how ﬁnancialization impacts each one of these steady states.
They distinguish Harrodian from Kaleckian speciﬁcation, mature from dual economies,
and elastic from inelastic household behaviors. As Dos Santos and Macedo e Silva
10

(2009), Skott and Ryoo deﬁne the Harrodian speciﬁcation as the case where ﬁrms’
capacity utilization is constant at its desired value. The Kaleckian speciﬁcation, on the
other hand, is a state of aﬀairs where the proﬁt share is constant—utilization rate being
the endogenous value. Skott and Ryoo then diﬀerentiate what they call mature or laborconstrained versus dual economies, where the employment rate does not serve as a
relevant system. Finally, they distinguish inelastic household behaviors where
propensities—such as the propensity to save—are independent from return rates, from
elastic ones, where these propensities vary through time.
Ryoo (2010) is an interesting example of medium- to long-run analysis without focusing
on the steady state. He presents a continuous time SFC model based on short-run (variation in
demand implying capacity utilization movements) and long-run (leverage and equity to deposit
ratio movements) interactions. These two movements generate short cycles and long waves in
an attempt to integrate two types of instability principles: Minsky’s Financial Instability
Hypothesis and Harrod’s Instability Principle.
Lavoie and Zhao (2010) and Lavoie and Daigle (2011) are of great interest to this
discussion since they highlight the path dependency of their model. Their papers will be
discussed in Section 4.2. However, here, we want to stress this interesting outcome. Both of
these models show how the same set of values of the parameters in the behavioral equations
lead to diﬀerent steady states, depending on the velocity at which the economy responds to the
shock that hits it. This clearly shows again that the long-run—that is, the transition period from
the initial situation when the shock is applied to the economy to the new steady state—is
composed of short-run periods, but also that these short-run periods impact the long-run
dynamics and thus lead to diﬀerent steady-state situations. We believe that this path
dependency, characteristic of SFC models, is essential for any macroeconomic model. Models
that are not path dependent are unable to explain the diﬀerent outcomes of the same policies
applied in similar environment. Time matters.
2.3. Micro-Foundations
Recently, a new way to use the SFC framework has emerged. It consists of the combination of
SFC and agent-based modeling12 (ABM). A common limit of ABM, in general, is that they do
12
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not usually have consistency between stocks and ﬂows. Furthermore, as Bezemer (2011) points
out, adding agent interactions instead of a representative agent in mainstream models (such as
dynamic stochastic general equilibrium—DSGE) does not solve the incapacity of these models
to forecast ﬁnancial crises such as the 2007–08 crisis. This is why Bezemer calls for the
combination of ABM with SFC models that speciﬁcally account for the ﬁnancial sector. We
believe, as do Bezemer and others, that the combination of the ﬂexibility of agent-based
modeling with the consistency between stocks and ﬂows of the system provides a framework
that ensures the compatibility of real and ﬁnancial variables.
Seppecher (2012a) adds that ABM within the SFC framework allow for the solution of
some paradoxes and diﬃculties arising from the use of aggregated models. He argues that the
ABM methodology would bring three important characteristics: (1) the possibility of diﬀerent
lengths of the production process among agents; (2) the possibility of asynchronous decisions in
consumption, investment, and other behaviors; and (3) the possibility to account for gross intrasectorial ﬂows and stocks, rather than net sectorial ones.
The possibility of diﬀerent production process lengths, indeed, allows us to solve the
paradox of proﬁt,13 as shown by Seppecher.14 Furthermore, the discrepancy in the length of
processes leads inevitably to asynchronous behaviors, which brings the possibility of temporal
disequilibrium and thus rejects the notion of optimizing behaviors. Indeed, because some
decisions have to be made before the results of other decisions are known, agents have to use
rules of thumb and cannot optimize their behaviors. Finally, we believe that the possibility to
account for gross intra-sectorial ﬂows and stocks may allow us to solve some fallacy of
composition, such as the critique of Lavoie and Seccareccia (2001) on Minsky’s Financial
Instability Hypothesis. Indeed, it could well be the case that a sector as a whole does not show
any sign of instability, while agents within the sector encounter ﬁnancial diﬃculties, which
could lead to sectorial instability.
To our knowledge, only two papers have been explicitly using an SFC–ABM
methodology: Seppecher (2012b) and Kinsella, Greiff, and Nell (2011). However, the way in
which the methodology has been used diﬀers radically. Pascal Seppecher has developed
JAMEL, a java agent-based macro economic laboratory, which allows him to simulate the
13
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model.
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interactions of households, ﬁrms, and banks. Seppecher (2012b) presents his ﬁrst results and
analyzes the impacts of wage rigidity and minimum wages on the economy. All behaviors are
fairly simple and are based on rules of thumb rather than optimization, following Keynes. It is
interesting to note that, although it doesn’t demonstrate any explicit behavior aiming at a
macroeconomic equilibrium, the model reaches it. The stringency of the macroeconomic SFC
framework allows the author to observe interdependencies among otherwise independent
microeconomic entities.
Kinsella, Greiff, and Nell (2011) follow a more traditional trend in the ABM literature.
The model simulates many complex behaviors, such as investment in innovation both for ﬁrms
(via innovative capital) and households (via education) or labor market dynamics. They model
households, ﬁrms, banks, and a government, and analyze the rise of inequality among
households. They show how, starting from a materialist equality, inequality emerges through
competition.
We believe, as do Bezemer (2011) and Seppecher (2012a), that SFC–ABM is one way to
challenge DSGE models. They oﬀer a better micro-foundation to macroeconomic models and
allow us to respond to critiques such as the fallacy of composition.15 Furthermore, they allow us
to see how, as a simple rule of thumb, micro behavior generate complex macro trends. The
drawback of these models is their tractability. Indeed, because of the multiplicity of interactions
between agents and the resulting feedback, it is diﬃcult—if not impossible—to grasp all the
dynamics. To our understanding, ABM–SFC models should remain fairly simple and
concentrate on a few selected behaviors, rather than try to ﬁt the real world if they want to be of
any explicative use.
3. THEORETICAL MODELS, DISCURSIVE RESOLUTION
The SFC approach is usually developed along three steps: “(1) do the (SFC) accounting; (2)
establish the relevant behavioral relationships; and (3) perform ‘comparative dynamics’
exercises (generally with the help of computer simulations)” (Dos Santos 2005). The third of
these steps—the so called solution of the model—allows for the understanding of how the
15
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economy behaves in time, if it tends toward equilibrium or if it presents an explosive behavior
(more on this below). However, as we stated above, a model can be considered completed even
before it has fulﬁlled this last step. As we said, SFC modeling is based on a comprehensive
accounting framework, which, in the methodology developed by Godley, is based on a set a
three matrices: (1) a stock matrix, representing the initial stocks of the economy; (2) a ﬂow
matrix, showing all the ﬂows implied by initial stocks and by the decisions of the agents; and (3)
a stocks revaluation matrix, making explicit how the ﬂows of the period determine diﬀerent
stocks at the end of it. The consistency of the accounting is ensured by precise rules.
Next to the quadruple-entry system (see Section 1), the most important accounting rule
is with respect to budget constraints, both of individual sectors and of the economy as a whole.
This is deﬁned alternatively as “Walras’ law and adding up constraint” (Tobin 1982) and
“budget constraint or system-wide consistency requirement” (Godley and Lavoie 2007c, p.14)
and guarantees16 that “there are no black holes” (Godley 1996). Indeed, the three matrices, per
se, represent a powerful tool in economic modeling since they provide for the solid foundations
over which a model is erected, ensuring that nothing can be built in the air. It is not surprising,
therefore, that a strand of the SFC literature is based exclusively on the accounting part of this
approach. This section of our paper presents some of the main contributions of this kind, which
we deﬁned as models with a discursive solution. A good example17 is represented by Dos Santos
(2006). The author develops an insightful comparison of the views of four “old ﬁnancial
Keynesian” scholars (deﬁnition drawn from the author): Paul Davidson, Wynne Godley, Hyman
Minsky, and James Tobin. With some simpliﬁcation—in particular, with respect to the microfoundations—their theories are presented as diﬀerent “closures” of the same SFC model. The
translation of the views (more or less formalized in their original version) of these authors into
an SFC model, both in its accounting part and in its behavioral equations and closures, requires
a thorough theoretical analysis—which is the core of the paper together with the thesis that “the
stock-ﬂow consistent approach to macroeconomic modeling (SFCA) is a natural ‘outcome’ of
16

Referring to the variables of the model, this rules can be phrased simply saying that the nth variable must be
logically implied by the n-1 variables of the system, or more extensively, “if there are M columns and N nonordinary rows in the transactions matrix, then there are only (M + N -1) independent accounting identities in the
model. Due to this principle, highly similar to Walras’ Law, one equation must be kept out” (Le Heron and Mouakil
2008).
17
The author does not present the simulated solutions of the models merely for lack of space, hence it was not his
intent to develop an “unsolved” model; however, we believe this paper represents a good example of what we
deﬁned as an SFC model with a discursive solution, since it reaches highly interesting conclusions, without
referring to the solution of the model.
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the path taken by Keynesian macroeconomic thought in the 1960s and 1970s” (Dos Santos
2006, p. 251, abstract). A similar position is taken by Lavoie (2008b), who identiﬁes in the SFC
approach a possible locus for the reconciliation of the Fundamentalist (American) PostKeynesians, and the Cambridge Post-Keynesians. The higher interest of the ﬁrst of the two
groups in the monetary and ﬁnancial side of the economy, and the deeper focus of the second
group on the real side, in the eye of the authors, can be integrated into this modeling framework,
which allows us “to entertain both monetary and real issues within a single model” (Lavoie
2008b, p.15).
The possibility of formally tracking the source and the end of economic ﬂows makes this
approach particularly powerful and fruitful when applied to the analysis of monetary theories.
The pioneering work in this direction is Lavoie (2004), in which the author elucidates the
diﬀerent stages—under diﬀerent banking systems—of the monetary circuit (see Graziani 2003)
relying on the transaction and revaluation matrices. Zezza (2012) follows the road traced by
Lavoie, and uses the SFC approach to tackle speciﬁc puzzles of the circuitist literature. The
“paradox of proﬁts” is such that in a credit economy, in a single period, the revenues of ﬁrms
can at most equal the initial ﬁnance received for production costs and they do not cover interest
payment. The accounting framework allows Zezza to show how, taking into account banks’
proﬁts in an attempt to consistently model the banking sector, the initial ﬁnance can be
considered to include interest payment. Belloﬁore and Passarella (2010) do not enter directly
into the theoretical debate on the possible relation between SFC and the monetary circuit. The
two authors, in a wider eﬀort to adapt the Financial Instability Hypothesis (FIH) by Minsky to
the current economic system, create an SFC model to reproduce a ﬁnancialized version of the
monetary circuit. The main diﬀerences are (1) money can now enter the circuit also through
households’ demand for loans and (2) the creation of derivatives is stimulated by the growing
bulk of savings of non-ﬁnancial ﬁrms. Passarella (2012) deepens the investigation on the
formalization of the theory of Minsky. The author builds an SFC model with the aim of
analyzing the FIH, highlighting its ﬂaws—both theoretical and empirical—and proposing
modiﬁcations to make it coherent with the new evidence emerging with the subprime crisis. A
possible development of the literature in this direction is the one suggested by Morris and
Juniper (2012), according to which the SFC approach might allow for a synthesis between the
Modern Money Theory and the analysis of Hyman P. Minsky.
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Among the authors who used the SFC approach in this way (hence, employing the ﬁrst
and second step to develop a theoretical discussion), Michell and Toporowski (2012) put
forward an interesting perspective. They start from what they deﬁne as a “classical” system18 to
build an increasingly complex model (still remaining on a high level of simpliﬁcation) to make
explicit the role of diﬀerent sources of ﬁnance. The peculiarity lies in the conclusions they
reach, which are critical with the SFC approach, as they underline how the lack of inter-sectoral
ﬂows dismiss the possibility of representing important features of active ﬁnancial markets.
4. THEORETICAL MODELS, SIMULATION RESOLUTION
The vast majority of SFC papers are numerically simulated.19 This section presents an attempt to
review the most important contributions of simulated models, organized according to their
subject. We identiﬁed three main topics: ﬁnancialization, open economies, and policy. It is selfevident that these classiﬁcations are subjective, and boundaries are not often totally neat—e.g.,
it is possible to identify policy indications in almost all the papers analyzed. This classiﬁcation
has, indeed, an organizing scope limited to the needs of our paper.
4.1. Financialization
Probably the main advantage of the social accounting approach to money ﬂows is its possibility
to integrate the real and the ﬁnancial side of the economy. The accounting framework can be
adapted to reproduce virtually any level of complexity (as, for any model, one must face a tradeoﬀ between realism and handiness). Sources of ﬁnancing, portfolio choices, consumption and
investment decisions, and so on, can all be included in the same model. Furthermore the SFC
framework presents an interesting modeling feature in that it explicitly accounts for capital
gains. The variation in value and in quantities of an asset (say bonds) may be divided into two
components; the variation due to the emission of bonds and the capital gain (or loss) due to the
change in the price level (1).20 When modeling a sector holding ﬁnancial assets, it is important

18

Deﬁned as a system “in which ﬁrms borrow in order to invest in new capital, all saving takes place in the
household sector, and the only form of ﬁnancial assets are bank deposits and loans system” (Michell and
Toporowski 2012, p. 3).
19
In order to prove the scientiﬁc validity of the results presented in simulated papers, it is now the norm to
publish the code of the model. The website www.sfc-models.net contains a large selection of these codes (on top of
bibliographic references), allowing the newcomer to ﬁnd a good starting point.
20
Godley and Lavoie (2007c, p. 135) use an ingenious diagram, the so-called Ostergaard diagram, to explain how
capital gains are accounted for.
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to account for capital gains and add (or remove in the case of a loss) them from the desired
variation in quantities held of that asset, otherwise the variation in stock is not explained by the
ﬂows and the model is no longer consistent.

In (1),

is equal to the new investment in that asset—that is, the increase in

quantity held times its price. However, because the price has changed, the nominal variation in
asset held is equal to the new investment plus capital gains. We thus have, in general, that the
wealth of a sector in period t is equal to the wealth of that sector in period t − 1 plus savings plus
capital gains (2).

All these features made SFC modeling a valuable tool in the recent economic debate on
ﬁnancialization and in the analysis of the ﬁnancial crisis, which started in the US in 2007.
The concept of ﬁnancialization has been thoroughly investigated in the heterodox
tradition, and diﬀerent aspects have been at the center of the analysis of different authors (see,
among others, Bhaduri 2011, Dumenil and Levy 2011, and Onaran, Stockhammer, and Grafl
2011). Similarly, the SFC contributions to this topic tend to focus on speciﬁc aspects of the
problem. Lavoie (2008a) expands the model of the second chapter of Godley and Lavoie
(2007c) to include further ﬁnancial aspects.
Firms are assumed to borrow in order to ﬁnance inventories, while investments are
ﬁnanced through retained proﬁts and equities. Households borrow money to consume, and
banks set the interest rate according to the liquidity measure they want to reach. The eﬀects of
ﬁnancialization are analyzed through four simulations representing changes in the ﬁnancial
behavior of ﬁrms and households (i.e., ﬁrms’ equity issued and retained proﬁts, and households’
desire to hold equities and demand for loans), and two simulations representing the current
ﬁnancial crisis (i.e., lower loans and proﬁt margins of banks). Zezza (2008) also expands a
previous paper (Dos Santos and Zezza 2004) to include the new evidence emerging from the
2007 subprime mortgage crisis. Therefore, households are diﬀerentiated between the top 5
percent of earners and the rest, and the housing market is explicitly considered.
A more speciﬁc approach is developed by van Treeck (2009), whose focus is on
shareholder value orientation. The model includes several features typical of the debate over
ﬁnancialized economies. Next to the degree of capacity utilization, the determinants of
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investment decisions are the Tobin q, the retention rate, and the leverage. Furthermore,
households become indebted to consume. The role of shareholder value orientation is assessed
via two main simulations: a change in the proportion of equity issued and an increase in the
dividends payout rate. The results are in line with empirical evidence (a negative correlation
between investment and shareholder orientation), but sensitive to changes in parameters; in
particular, they depend on the relative strength of the wealth and debt eﬀects.
Le Heron (2012a, forthcoming) focuses on the state of conﬁdence as a transmission
channel of the crisis, from the US to the French economy. The state of conﬁdence enters the
model inﬂuencing both ﬁrms in their investing decisions and banks in their ﬁnancing decisions.
The author, in his analysis of the crisis, recalls the theory of Minsky, and individuates in the
borrower’s risk and lender’s risk key variables in the decision of the sectors. In particular, he
accounts for the possibility of a credit rationing by banks toward ﬁrms. The economy is tested
for changes in conﬁdence parameters, reaction to ﬁnancial and monetary policy, and (in the
2012a paper) for changes in income distribution. The analysis of Minsky returns and becomes
central in Ryoo (2010). His model reproduces short- and long-wave cycle dynamics. The
interaction between aggregated demand and the labor market determines the ﬁrst, while the long
waves are the result of an endogenous Minskyan dynamic, driven by the ratio of proﬁt to debt
service commitments, and lead to crisis. A further interesting feature of the paper is that, next to
the standard simulation resolution, it presents an analytical one. This allows for understanding
the dynamic of the model without the need to rely on the value of parameters (which involves
several problems).
We decided to include Clévenot, Guy, and Mazier (2009) as the last paper in this
section, as it follows a diﬀerent methodology from the other works on ﬁnancialization presented
here. As a matter of fact, the model serves for macro-econometric analysis and does not present
a simulated solution. The issue of ﬁnancialization is accounted for as an increase of ﬁnancial
assets in the balance sheet of non-ﬁnancial ﬁrms. The determinants of the level of equity issued
and loans demanded by ﬁrms are empirically tested for the French economy. Equity issued
appears positively correlated with the real rate of interest, the economic rate of proﬁt, and the
level of indebtedness at the end of the previous period. While, according to the paper, the level
of indebtedness is negatively correlated with the real rate of interest and the economic rate of
profit, whereas positively correlated with the level and rate of accumulation of capital and the
equities rate of return.
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4.2. Open Economies
The stock-flow consistent framework is well known for two main original features: the
Tobinesque representation of portfolio choice and Godley’s analysis of world imbalances. It is
thus natural that many SFC models represent open economies and examine open economies’
issues. This section will go through what we retain as the three phases to open economy
modeling within the SFC framework. The ﬁrst phase corresponds to Godley’s seminal whistle
blowing of world imbalances at the turn of the century. The second one is composed of the
papers constructing the formal representation of open economies within the SFC literature,
ending with the chapters 6 and12 of Godley and Lavoie (2007c). The last phase is made up of
all the papers analyzing particular points of the real world, based on the formal representation
described in the second phase. These analyses, as we will see, are based on two main arguments:
(1) the European construction and its monetary union, and (2) ﬁnancialization, world
imbalances, exchange rate, and foreign reserves, among others.
Godley famously used ﬂow-of-funds accounts to analyze the turbulent phase of the turn
of the century (Godley 1999b). He rightly pointed out the increasing risk that was developing in
the US economy, identifying seven unsustainable processes:
(1) the fall in private saving into ever deeper negative territory, (2) the rise in the
ﬂow of net lending to the private sector, (3) the rise in the growth rate of the real
money stock, (4) the rise in asset prices at a rate that far exceeds the growth of
proﬁts (or of GDP), (5) the rise in the budget surplus, (6) the rise in the current
account deﬁcit, (7) the increase in the United States’ net foreign indebtedness
relative to GDP. (Godley 1999b, p. 2)
He then repeated the analysis in 2004 (Godley and Izurieta 2004), followed by other authors at
the Levy Institute of Bard College (see Papadimitriou, Zezza, and Hannsgen 2006; Godley et al.
2007; Zezza 2009, among others). The rise of the crisis has shed light on the methodology,
which compelled more mainstream economists and institutions to use it; see Bê Duc and Le
Breton (2009), Barwell and Burrows (2011), and Zezza (2009) for statements on the use of
ﬂow-of-funds. The analysis undertaken not only concerned the US, but also Europe, as in
Semieniuk, van Treeck, and Truger (2011). This empirical use of the SFC framework has been
further developed at the Levy Institute, where a more complex and complete empirical world
model has been designed. See Section 5 for further discussion of empirics in the literature.
Apart from empirical analysis, a more formal representation of open economies inside
the SFC framework has been developed, starting with Godley and Zezza (1989), describing the
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Danish economy. Godley (1999a) presents the ﬁrst formal model, to our knowledge, of an open
economy. The works of Godley and Lavoie (2003), Taylor (2004a), and Godley and Lavoie
(2006) have led the way toward the two models described in Godley and Lavoie (2007c). Most
of the modeling features concern the exchange rate dynamics and expectations, but aspects such
as foreign reserves, gold reserves, balances of payments, and others are also addressed.
Analysis of occurring world events was then conducted based on this formal model.
Among these events, the European construction and its monetary union have attracted many
analyses. Godley and Lavoie (2007a) concentrate on dynamics of a three-country model with
two currencies. They show how traditional results such as a “twin deﬁcit” do not hold within the
eurozone and how the quasi-stationary state emerging from shocks might lead to exploding
situations, depending on the European Central Bank’s (ECB) behavior. They use this analysis to
criticize the Maastricht Treaty and the successive Stability and Growth Pact. Duwicquet and
Mazier (2010) analyze the stabilization eﬀects of foreign asset holding and intra-zone credit,
using a two-country model with one shared currency model. They conclude that a foreign asset
model might mitigate asymmetric shocks, but only with a smaller eﬀect than usually accounted,
while foreign loans have no effect whatsoever. Khalil and Kinsella (2010) also analyze ﬁnancial
integration, but rather work on three diﬀerent levels of integration: autarky, free trade, and
monetary union. They conclude that policies promoting ﬁnancial integration might have clear
positive impacts if executed with ﬁscal and monetary policies. Kinsella and Khalil (2011)
simulate the macroeconomic eﬀect of a small open economy experiencing a debt deﬂation.
They consider two diﬀerent cases: in the ﬁrst one, the economy is within a free-ﬂoating
exchange rate; in the second, the economy is in a monetary union. Their simulations show that
being in a monetary union prolongs and extends the debt deﬂation of the small open economy.
Duwicquet, Mazier, and Saadaoui (2012) oﬀer an analysis of the implicit transfers occurring
within the eurozone due to exchange rate misalignment. Their model is composed of two
countries, south and north, where the southern country is suﬀering from an over-evaluated euro,
given its balance of payments and capital account, implying that it faces more diﬃculties to
export, while the northern country enjoys an under-evaluated euro, boosting its exports. The
authors then propose various policies in order to counter these implicit transfers from the south
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to the north: a federal budget with three diﬀerent levels of federalism21 and a system of
eurobonds. They show that the eurobonds system is equivalent to a federal budget with part of
the implicit transfers being countered by explicit transfers on top of ﬁscal transfers.
The second strand of theoretical models regarding open economies focuses on exchange
rate regimes and foreign reserve movements. Izurieta (2003) analyzes the case of dollarization
as a response to ﬁnancial instability. His model, an early version of (Godley and Lavoie 2007c,
chapter 6), shows how a “dollarized” economy facing an exogenous shock will have to give up
counter-cyclical policies to keep ﬁnancial stability. He concludes that the dollarized economy
thus traded income and employment protection for ﬁnancial stability. Lavoie and Zhao (2010)
study two scenarios of Chinese reserve diversiﬁcation using a three-country (China, Euroland,
US) model with diﬀerent exchange rate policies: ﬁxed renminbi-dollar parity and a ﬂoating
euro-dollar exchange rate. They conclude that the diversiﬁcation of Chinese reserves toward
euros will be detrimental to Euroland in any case, but that a gradual diversiﬁcation will imply a
less harmful initial shock even if stabilizing a worse situation for Europe. This highlights the
path dependency of their model’s steady state, an interesting feature which was discussed in
Section 2.2. Lavoie and Daigle (2011) investigate exchange rate expectation, using a twocountry model. The innovation in their paper is that they include expectation formation on the
exchange rate. They allow for two diﬀerent behaviors: chartist or conventionalists. The former
behavior builds exchange rate expectation on trends, the latter on a fundamental value. They
conclude that exchange rate expectations are a source of persistence in the model and that,
depending on the share of chartists in the population, the exchange rate might be stabilizing or
not. Mazier and Tiou-Tagba Aliti (2012) add prices into the picture presented in Lavoie and
Zhao (2010). They analyze exchange rate regimes under inﬂationary pressures. Their model is
composed of three economies with diﬀerent exchange rate regimes: ﬁxed, managed, and ﬂoating. Furthermore, they allow for countries to have inﬂation. They show that having ﬂexible
prices might mitigate the results obtained in Lavoie and Zhao (2010).
4.3. Policy Indications
This section represents a macro area of research. Several of the papers presented in the other
sections include, as well, an analysis of policy implications. We choose not include them in this
21

(1) Only ﬁscal transfers, (2) ﬁscal transfers and part of the implicit transfers countered by explicit transfers
from the north to the south, and (3) ﬁscal transfers and implicit transfers fully compensated by explicit transfers.
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section because we believed other aspects of the papers were distinctive or more relevant to our
categorization.
The methodology used to analyze policy implications is common to most aggregated
macro models. Once a stationary or a steady state—depending on whether the model is a growth
model or not—is identiﬁed, the model is shocked. That means that the value of either one of the
exogenous variables or of the parameters is changed according to the policy one wants to
reproduce. It is then possible to see how the economy reacts. If it reaches a new stationary or
steady state, it can be compared with the initial position. Contrarily, if it presents an explosive
behavior, the modeler can try to identify the causes of the unsustainable processes. The authors,
trying to elucidate the eﬀects of a policy, can either attempt to individuate some relation
potentially valid in any capitalist economy using a more theoretical approach, or refer to a
particular economy with a more empirical approach. In the former case, the model is usually
built so as to reproduce the characterizing features of the economy investigated.
The majority of the papers using a theoretical approach to the analysis of policies
evolved mainly around the comparison between ﬁscal and monetary policy. Dos Santos and
Zezza (2004) extend Lavoie and Godley (2002) and, including the public sector—that is, the
central bank and government —show how ﬁscal policy is more eﬀective than monetary policy,
since an increase in the interest rate has two contrasting eﬀects: a negative impact on the real
side of the economy inhibiting investment, and a positive one on ﬁnancial inﬂows and
expenditure of asset holders. Godley and Lavoie (2007b) challenge the New Consensus support
for monetary policies as an instrument to reach full employment (only in the short run and not
taking into account ﬁscal policy). Their model shows that “ﬁscal policy can deliver sustainable
full employment at a target inﬂation rate within an SFC framework with some arbitrary interest
rate” (Godley and Lavoie 2007b, p. 99). The relation between these two policies has been
further and systematically investigated by Le Heron (2012b). His analysis springs from the
attempt to analyze the eﬀects of the monetary policy, netting out the eﬀects of the ﬁscal one, and
reaches the conclusion that the latter can never be neutral due to the high amount of
transmission channels. The eﬀects of the policies were at the center of the analysis of previous
works by the author (see Le Heron 2009 and Le Heron and Mouakil 2008, which focus in
particular on the reactions of the banking sector).
Arestis and Sawyer (2012) enter this debate using the same methodology based on
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shocking the system to investigate how the modeled economy reacts to a ﬁscal, monetary, or
mixed policy. The unique characteristic of the paper is that it is based on the Levy model (more
on this in Section 5). Their results show the importance of ﬁscal policy, which they suggest
should take a leading role in driving aggregate demand.
The understanding of recent or actual economic events and a critical examination of the
related implemented policies is undoubtedly one of the core activities of the economists. SFC
practitioners do not diﬀer in that. So Ryoo and Skott (2011) enter the very actual debate over
austerity. In their paper, full employment is considered to be the final goal of policies, and
counter-cyclical spending appears to be an effective policy in the event of a shortage of
aggregated demand, even if it might lead to unstable growth. Their point is that active ﬁscal
policies work better then austerity in bringing the economy back to stability. The dynamics of
the model are investigated through both simulation-based and analytical results. Chatelain
(2010) also focuses on the latest events and oﬀers an analysis of how capital shortage and
ﬁnancial constraints may evolve at a diﬀerent pace for a growing economy shocked by either a
fall of public expenditures or a rise of the interest rate. By allowing credit constraints to take
place and tempering investments otherwise driven by the capacity utilization rate, Chatelain
shows that four diﬀerent regimes may emerge: the traditional wage-led and proﬁt-led, and two
mixed regimes. According to the author, credit constraint may emerge by either a decrease in
the rate of proﬁts or an increase in the interest rates. The analysis shows that supply-side
policies have a later impact than demand-side policies, and thus depending on the shock and on
the ﬁscal constraints (e.g., the Maastricht Treaty), some policies might be less eﬃcient than
others to restore growth.
We conclude this section with the paper by Oreiro and Lobo (2012), which oﬀers an
original contribution since the analysis of the two authors on the effects of ﬁscal and monetary
policies is based on a model built to speciﬁcally22 reproduce the Brazilian economy.23 Aﬀecting
the structure of the model, this has important consequences on its results: the considerations of
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For an economy-speciﬁc approach, a great contribution has been offered by several French authors, as
highlighted in Section 6.
23
As such, it includes two kinds of government bonds: pre-ﬁxed and post-ﬁxed, the ﬁrst one being those whose
yield is known when the title is purchased, while for the second one the return depends partially or entirely on
indexes—such as discount rate—which might vary before the title gets to maturity. The simulations show that
elimination of this second kind of bonds leads to more stable growth. Furthermore, in an economy where the
distributive conﬂict is so deep, monetary policy seems like a second-best solution to tackle inﬂation in comparison
to policies directed at solving distributional problems.
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the monetary policy depend, in part, on the distributional problems of the country.
4.4. Theoretical Debate: Looking for Consensus
In the words of one of the authors who most contributed to the rise and diﬀusion of the SFC
approach, the SFC modeling approach provides a potential for common ground for
all heterodox schools, just like the maximizing representative agent seems to be
the standard of mainstream economics. Stock-ﬂow consistency as deﬁned here
fulﬁlls what Pasinetti (2005: 841) calls one of the constructive features of the
Cambridge School of Keynesian economics—the need for internal consistency,
and not only formal rigor. (Lavoie 2008a)
The economic debate (in particular, the heterodox one, which lacks a universally accepted
modeling framework) can largely beneﬁt from the development of such common ground, which
may allow for easier comparison among theories and interpretations. The solid and
comprehensive economic theory, which heterodox economists aim to build to challenge the
current mainstream, might become a Babel Tower without the support of a common language.
Next to Dos Santos (2006) (see Section 3), several authors have started to rephrase existing
theories through SFC models and others have started presenting their contributions to the
theoretical debate basing their analysis on this structured framework. A perfect example in this
direction is Lavoie and Godley (2002). The two authors develops Kaldor’s “neo-Pasinetti”
model to further include the source of ﬁnance24 for ﬁrms. The model is characterized by several
Kaleckian and Kaldorian features, and enters the Post-Keynesian theoretical debate of the
growth model (with a further focus on capacity utilization), relying on the solid ground of stockﬂow consistency. Dallery and van Treeck (2011) develop the analysis of capacity utilization by
Lavoie and Godley (2002), showing that when different interests of diﬀerent groups are taken
into account, the equality between actual and standard rate of capacity utilization is not a
necessary outcome in the long-run equilibrium. Simulations are run to represent diﬀerent eras of
capitalism with diﬀerent interests prevailing: a Fordist era with managers and workers as
leading groups and adjusting proﬁtability targets, and a Financialization era with ﬁxed
proﬁtability goals. A lucid contribution in the research for systematization of Post-Keynesian
theory using SFC modeling as a common structured ground is represented by Dos Santos and
Zezza (2008). In an attempt to create a benchmark for future works, the two authors associate to
practically each step of the model a theoretical explanation that places their modeling choices in
24

In the original paper (Kaldor 1966), households were supposed to hold their wealth only in equities.
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the wider theoretical economic debate. Several subjects are hence investigated and analyzed,
such as capacity utilization, investment decisions, asset prices, and consumption decisions.
Furthermore, we believe it is interesting to notice that the paper presents an analytical solution
of the model to allow for an easier and deeper understanding of its characteristics. A similar
approach is the one used by Sarquis and Oreiro (2011), who develop a Post-Keynesian model
for open economies based on a thorough theoretical analysis, with the aim of demonstrating that
the Post-Keynesian approach is a valid and coherent alternative to current economic orthodoxy.
A very signiﬁcant example of this branch25 is represented by Le Heron (2008). The author tries
to reconcile two monetary theories normally considered to be rather antithetical: on the one
hand, exogenous money with endogenous interest rate; and on the other hand, endogenous
money with exogenous interest rate. To reach its goal, the paper focuses on banks’ state of
conﬁdence (lender’s risk) as well as on the distinctions between short-run and long-run interest
rates, which the author formally puts forward in his model.
Other authors used the SFC modeling approach to tackle speciﬁc subjects. Zezza and
Dos Santos (2006), who enter the traditional—at least in the heterodox research agenda—debate
on income distribution, develop a growth model with a rich ﬁnancial structure. Their results
show that the economy is demand-led and the paradox of thrift holds, as an increase in
investment slows growth. Furthermore, while an increase in tax unequivocally has a depressing
eﬀect on the economy, the eﬀects of the attempt by the other sectors (bank and ﬁrms) to increase
their share of income depends on the choice of parameters. The income distribution is also the
focus of the two-sector SFC model developed by Hoon Kim (2006). His demand-led economy
validates both the “paradox of thrift” and the “paradox of costs” (higher costing margins—hence
lower real wages—do not lead to an increase in profit, but cause a decrease in output). The
model includes several speciﬁcations in its real side, among which are target-return pricing,
conﬂicting-claims inﬂation, and endogenous labor-saving technical progress.
Dafermos (2012) tries to ﬁll what he seems to consider a gap in the SFC literature: “an
integrated consideration of the macroeconomic implications of liquidity preference and
uncertainty is still lacking in the SFC literature.” The model succeeds in reproducing a
recessionary process, thanks to its characteristic of simultaneously taking into account the
liquidity preferences of households, ﬁrms, and banks.
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Which we might call “consensus-making theoretical simulated models.”
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5. EMPIRICAL MODELS
As seen in Section 4.2, the work of Godley on empirical analysis of unsustainable processes has
shed light on the need to build empirical models to be used as a structured tool for economic
predictions. We will not repeat here the historical development path of these models; we will
rather concentrate on the methodological aspects of the existing literature.
To our knowledge, only two groups of authors have been working on “fully” empirical26
models.27 Godley, Zezza, and authors related to the Levy Institute (hereafter the Levy model;
see, among others, Godley and Zezza 1989; Zezza 2009, 2011; Papadimitriou, Hannsgen, and
Zezza 2011) and Kinsella and Tiou-Tagba Aliti (hereafter the Limerick model; see Kinsella and
Tiou-Tagba Aliti 2012). It is also worth mentioning the work of Clévenot, Guy, and Mazier
(2009, 2010), who estimate the parameters basing their econometric analysis on their own
model. However, no simulation has been conducted based on these estimated values. The way in
which these fully empirical models are estimated/calibrated diﬀers. On the one hand, the Levy
model assumes ﬁxed parameters estimated using econometrics. On the other hand, the Limerick
model estimates ﬁxed parameters only when necessary (if there is more than one parameter per
independent equation) and calibrates the others.28 This diﬀerence is fundamental since the Levy
model allows us to predict future variations, while the Limerick model allows us only to
conduct simulations on past data.29 SFC models explicitly account for the discrepancies between
ex-post realizations, which are given on the one hand by statistical accounting equilibriums
(every spending of someone is the income of someone else), and on the other, are the result of
modeled behaviors based on ex-ante values. These discrepancies are incredibly relevant in that
they represent dynamical adjustment processes such as capital gains.
26

We distinguish fully empirical models from empirical models in the following way: fully empirical models not
only estimate all their parameters, but also apply their model to predict variation in endogenous variables based on
diﬀerent scenarios, starting from the present state of economy. Empirical models extract stylized facts from
empirical data and then conduct simulations on the impact of these facts. The simulations start from a steady state
that is not necessarily connected to the present situation. These models based on stylized facts are analyzed in
Section 4.
27
Davis (1987a, b) also developed an econometric SFC model for the UK. Since our paper focuses on “modern”
SFC models, these papers will not be discussed here.
28
We deﬁne estimation as when a parameter is assumed constant over a time span and estimated using
econometric methods such as Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), maximum likelihood, etc. Calibration is the process
of ﬁnding a value for each parameter, in each period, such that the model replicates the data set. In that sense,
calibration has no predictive power since it does not give any insight on parameters’ future values. However,
ﬁltering techniques can be used on these calibrated parameters in order to obtain a trend and thus predict future
values.
29
Kinsella and Tiou-Tagba Aliti (2012) talk about Dynamic Empirical Simulation.
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Godley and Zezza (1989) is the one of the first empirical uses of an SFC model30
that we know of. It presents a simple model of a small open economy applied to Danish
data. The model is then estimated and used to draw some medium-term forecasting. The
subsequent works of the Levy Institute are based on a more developed model, applied to US
data, and used for predictions—which, it is worth noting, have been fairly good. They have
been consistently warning, since Godley’s unsustainable processes in 2001, about the risk of
ﬁnancial crises. However, while Godley in the 1980s and others afterward have been using
balance sheets and ﬂow-of-funds analysis to observe imbalances and rising instability, the
Levy model is the ﬁrst one to be able to make some predictions in a more systematic way,
since it allows for comparison of diﬀerent scenarios resulting from diﬀerent policies.
The Limerick model is still under construction and Kinsella and Tiou-Tagba Aliti (2012)
is still a working paper, however it gives us sufficient insight into their work. There are two
main diﬀerences in the approach and in the data used when compared with the Levy model.
First of all, the Limerick model is based on the balance sheets of the Irish economy and is thus
based on stock data, while the Levy model is based on stock and ﬂow data. Second, as already
expressed, the Limerick model is calibrated over the data set used. The model, even if still
rough, already allows us to simulate changes in policies in the past and see the impact they
would have had if implemented.
The paucity of empirical models shows, in our understanding, the diﬃculty and probably
the controversy in estimating the parameters of the behavioral equations (see Section 2.1 and
Taylor 2008). A word should be said on the proliferation of parameters. Indeed, more
parameters allow for the representation of more subtle behaviors. However, this is at the cost of
more complexity when trying to estimate or analytically solve the model. If one believes that
SFC modeling should be used merely as a reference within an argumentative theoretical debate
(see Section 3), or for simple didactical purposes, a just balance between realistic behaviors and
the number of parameters has to be found. This joins the call of Dos Santos and Zezza (2008),
among others, for simple models targeted at speciﬁc subjects, rather than large models including
numerous sectors or assets.

30

The first empirical SFC model is Godley and Zezza (1986).
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6. CONCLUSION AND THE WAY FORWARD
The primary goal of this paper was to depict the state of the art of SFC models. To reach our
goal, we divided the main publications we gathered according to their subjects and
methodology. This not only provides a more structured overview of the literature, but allows as
well for some conjecture on the possible lines of development of this class of model.
1. If one believes in the importance of micro foundation, the ABM-SFC model represents an
alternative to DSGE, and is more solid since it does not include fallacies of composition (see
Section 2.3).
2. SFC models can provide a useful tool in the consensus-making attempt within the PostKeynesian tradition, since the theoretical discussion and the comparisons are based on a
coherent, structured, and at the same time adaptable framework (as shown in Section 4.4).
3. Empirical and policy indications models, combined, can lead to an economy-speciﬁc
analysis, which is more useful at the policy level. We have read a few articles,31 still very
preliminary, that seem to go in that direction. We believe that this approach to SFC
modeling should be pursued.
4. The possibility of modeling the ﬁnancial side of the economy has represented an incentive in
developing models including complex ﬁnancial sectors. This has its counter part in the real
side, which we feel has been a bit overlooked and could be further investigated. Among
others, a direct beneﬁt would be a more complete understanding of the interdependences
between the two sides of the economy.
We wish to conclude with a personal consideration. We encourage a didactical use of SFC
models, since we believe that their completeness can ease the comprehension of economic
dynamics and interdependencies. To this end, both more complete empirical and simulated
models and simple theoretical models with analytic solutions (see Dos Santos and Macedo e
Silva 2009), can represent useful tools.

31

The conference, “Political Economy and the Outlook for Capitalism,” held in Paris in July 2012, gathered the
largest group of SFC modelers so far.
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APPENDIX
Model SIM
Model SIM is the simplest model presented in Godley and Lavoie (2007c). The transaction-ﬂow
matrix is given by Table 1 and the balance sheet by Table 2. The economy is closed and
composed of three sectors: households who receive wages W in exchange for labor, pay taxes T,
and consume C out their disposable income YD; ﬁrms who produce an output Y, which is sold to
households and the government, and pay wages in exchange for labor; and a government that
buys output G from the ﬁrms and receives taxes from the household sector. There is only one
asset: money stock H. All income that is not consumed by households is thus saved as cash. If
households have positive savings, then the government has to have a deﬁcit. The following
equations describe the model.32 Equation (10) is the hidden equation.

Table 1 Transaction-flow matrix of model SIM

Table 2 Balance sheet of model SIM

32

For simplicity, we have dropped all the supply equal demand equations and removed all the subscripts
referring to demand and supply.
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